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Electricians vote ESP’s VanCam their top product

The HD VanCam vandal resistant surveillance system from ESP has been crowned a ‘Top
Product’ award winner in Professional Electrician & Installer Magazine’s 2017 reader poll.

The awards, selected on the level of interest and enquiries generated by PE’s 70,000+
readership are recognition for those manufacturers and suppliers that have made a real
difference to the electrical contractor’s ability to get the job done efficiently, safely and
professionally, whether this is in the form of innovative products, tools or time-saving solutions.

PE Editor, Richard Bowler said: “Our annual awards are a great way to reward those
companies that have come up with excellent ideas to help electrical installers and businesses
overcome common problems in their everyday work or open up new profit streams. The HD
VanCam VR from ESP is therefore a very worthy winner of one of our 2017 Top Product
awards.”

The VanCam HD 1080p is a battery-operated, high-resolution surveillance camera with
integral PIR detector, SD card recording and black infra-red illumination. The camera will
detect movement and instantly record high quality images and recordings with time and date
stamping, in all conditions day and night. With 1080p Full HD video resolution and 8MP still
image resolution, it delivers superior quality footage and images that will be valuable in
helping to identify criminal damage or theft.

Specifically designed with the theft of vans and tools in mind, the VanCam is supplied with a
steel, vandal-resistant casing to provide added protection and security and ultimately to
prevent theft of the system or the removal of the SD storage card. The metal casing which
retains the CanCam is locked in place using security screws which are operated using the
special tool that is supplied with the product.

The covert nature of the VanCam 1080P makes it ideal for a variety of applications, including
the protection of vans, sheds, garages and outbuildings. It also provides a solution for the
general surveillance of property or livestock and monitoring of anti-social behaviour such as
fly-tipping.

For further information, contact ESP on 01527 515150, email info@espuk.com or visit
www.espuk.com.

